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How to proceed 

 

Step 1: People involved in path 

1. Go to “Authorized user” table of Target Navigator and change the password.  

2. Insert in “Company sectors” table, the description of sectors involved in path. 

3. Go to “Organization employees” table and inser all people we want to involve in path, 

with a specific role  

 

Step  2:  Organization 

4. Describe shared “Value” of the organization or simply that of people involved in path. 

5. Describe the navigation Agreement settled by the partecipants at path or only by the 

workgroup members who lead path. 

6. Fill the “Stakeholder” table. 

7. Describe an organizational meaning for  Organizational weelbeing. 

8. Describe the company Mission and the selected Market  

 

Step 3: Background analysis 

9. Describe the Market scenarios. 

10. Analyze the own products and services compared with value and competitors 

11. Analyze actual problems. 

12. Perform the  swot analisys. 

13. Analyze actual and new products/services compares to actual and new markets. 

14. Describe the Balanced Scorecard. 

It is not necessary to use all this tools: choose the more appriopiate one to your needs and 

competence 
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Step 4: Definire il percorso 

15. Define and describe the  Vison (the big goal to achieve, a dream, a daring aim, but also 

an important change goal). 

16. Describe in “Goals” table that one on which Vision will be materialized. 

17. Define the milestone of the strategic plan (indicate in the table the period term date) 

18. Indicate the Thematic areas (social, organizational, ecc.) that distinguish the plan. 

19. In the “Goals” table, describe the Strategic one, in the “Indicators” table indicate how to 

measure success and what the success consist of (period target to achieve) and in 

“Acitivities” table describe alla the stuff to achieve it. 

20. In “Goals” table describe the Operative one, in “Indicators” table indicate how to measure 

success and what the success consist of (period target to achieve) and in “Acitivities” 

table describe alla the stuff to achieve it. 

21. In “Goals” table describe the efficiency one, in “Indicators” table indicate how to measure 

success and what the success consist of (period target to achieve) and in “Acitivities” 

table describe alla the stuff to achieve it. 

22. Describe Mission and chiefs of Dozer and describe the action to role in “Activities” table. 

 

Step 5: The navigation 

23. Set your target navigator with “Alert mail” table and get start to path. 

24. Use Reports to check the status. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


